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INTRODUCTION

The analysis of the role of sub-regional transit studies given in this

report was prompted by the diversity and geographical fragmentation of

existing studies and of those currently being done. RTA as a regional
transit decision making body requires consistent and rational inputs to

its programming process, based on local transit needs of the sub-regions
and federal requirements for transportation project funding.

Transportation planning at one time meant highway planning. Gradually a

separate planning process is emerging in the region for public transpor-
tation which will eventually combine with highway, freight, airport, etc.,

planning to yield a single multimodal transportation planning process.
The requirements for highway planning are specified under Title 23 of the

Federal Code of Regulations, Section 450 (23 CFR 450). As the transpor-
tation planning process evolves these regulations are simply modified
to reflect changing emphasis.

For the transit mode, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA)

initially spelled out their planning guidelines in their External Operating
Manual.* Two types of guidelines can be identified; requirements for

certification of a regional planning process, and requirements for approval
of individual projects.**

These two types of guidelines resulted in two levels of Transit Development
Programs (TDP's); regional and sub-regional. The regional TDP, which was
necessary for UMTA approval of certification, is no longer required. It

has since been supplanted by the preparation of a regional Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP), a bimodal programming process defined jointly
by FHWA and UMTA.*** The regional TIP accounts for regional programming
but it does not alleviate the need for some form of local transit planning
and programming. However, to avoid confusion it is suggested that, in
the future, the local effort be called a sub-regional transit study, not a

transit development program. The term transit study is preferred because
it also avoids the undesired implication of total emphasis on programming.

Sub-regional transit studies can be valuable for their local involvement
and input to regional planning and programming, but only if the outputs
and inputs of the two levels of planning are compatible. Thus, this report
will first present an analysis of the sub-regional TDP's for the RTA region
which are wholly or substantially completed. Based on the analysis of these

Administration External Operating Manual, UMTA, Chapter II, E. See Appendix
A for an excerpt.

A region's planning process must be certified before the region is eligible
to receive federal funds. Certification reqxiires approval by all involved
federal agencies.

The TIP (Transportation Improvement Program) is a bimodal programming process
for autos and transit, and including a TSM (Transportation Systems Management)
element. The TIP-TSM process is defined jointly by FHWA regulations 23

CFR 450, and UMTA regulations 49 CFR 613.



TDPs a proposal will be made to describe the form of transit study most

appropriate for the needs of each level of geographical aggregation: local,

regional and federal. A study performed according to this design will address

the transit needs of local areas, will provide the most valuable input into

regional plans and programs, and will be easily translated into specific

grant applications.
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II. REVIEW OF TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS FOR THE SIX COUNTY REGION

The region with which RTA is concerned covers six counties, including

Chicago and some 250 suburban municipalities. For convenience much of

the region's transportation planning has been conducted on a county basis.

Cook County, due to its size and population has been sub-divided. Map 1

shows the region and geographical divisions according to Councils of Mayors

as set up by the Chicago Area Transportation Study (CATS) to meet

federal planning requirements. RTA intends to make use of the Councils

(and this geographical grouping) in its planning and programming efforts.

The status of the sub-regional public transportation planning process varies

markedly throughout the region. Some areas have complete local transit

development programs, others are in the process and a few have not begun
studies. This variation is due largely to the differing needs of local

residents. People in areas which depend heavily on public transportation

have strong incentives to expend time and effort in transit studies, whereas
people in rural communities who perceive transit as less important do not.

The following list summarizes, as of July 1, 1976, the status of transit

planning for each of the six counties.

McHenry Currently initiating a transit study to be conducted
by RTA staff with County assistance.

Kane Simpson & Curtin Transportation Engineers, first volume
of Aurora - Fox River Valley corridor study completed
(June 1976). Final evaluation pending.

Du Page Barton Aschman Associates Inc. , initial work papers
completed May 1975. Final evaluation report pending.

Lake Harland Bartholomew and Associates, study completed as

of September 1975.

Cook

Chicago Continuous planning done by the Chicago Transit Authority

North DeLeuw, Gather & Company study of the North Suburban Mass
Transit District. Initial section and working papers
completed as of May 1976. Final analysis and evaluation
pending. Evanston is also beginning a transit market
study aimed at possible route restructuring and expansion.*

North-
west Jack E. Leisch & Associates study of Schaumburg/Hoffman

Estates, completed September 1975. DeLeuw, Gather &

Company currently performing study of remainder of region.

The Evanston Study will depart from the traditional planning process
described herein and use a "total marketing approach." This approach is

more consumer response oriented. RTA is monitoring and participating in

this study to determine its potential for future use.





West An Oak Park para-transit study was completed by Michaels

Associates, results inconclusive, (March 1976). No major

study proposed.

South-
west Work program developed (May 1976), no work currently in

progress

.

South Barton Aschman Association Inc., contract for study

currently under negotiation.

In addition to knowing the areas for which studies have been performed, a

comparative analysis requires knowledge of what the study included - the

content, and how it was carried out - the method. Obtaining this information

requires each TDP to be examined in close detail.

Six TDP's in the RTA region are felt to be sufficiently developed to be

included in this analysis. The areas and dates of completion (total or

partial) follow.

A. Schaumburg/Hoffman Estates Transit Study (Final, Sept. 1975)

B. Village of Niles Mass Transit Development Plan (Final, Nov.

1974)

C. Aurora and Fox River Valley Transit Development Program

(Partial, June 1976)

D. DuPage County Transit Study (Partial, Aug. 1975)

E. NORTRAN Transit Development Plan and Program (Partial, May 1976)

F. Lake County Transit Technical Study (Final, Sept. 1975)

A. Schaumburg/Hoffman Estates Transit Study

Area 52 square miles
Population (1975) 69,000
Consultant Jack E. Leisch & Associates

Introduction

Transit service was not available within Schaumburg/Hoffman Estates

prior to this study. However, the residents do make use of two nearby

commuter rail lines, the Chicago and North Western Railroad (C&NW)

which lies to the north, and the Milwaukee Road which lies to the south.

The study was to "define a public transportation system (a recommended

plan ) which can provide the desired service commensurate with the

physical, social, and economic considerations of the Villages."
Four outputs were produced:

1. Determination of the major public transportation needs

in the villages.

2. Preliminary determination of the feasibilities of

alternative forms of transportation in the villages.

3. Selection of a framework for public transportation
in the villages.



Provision of guidelines toward implementation of such a

system.

Methodology

Figure 1 shows the structure of the planning process followed. The

first step, and the first point of interest, was the process for obtaining

the goals and objectives. After a rough list of goals was drawn up, a

rating scale was used to determine the relative importance of the various

goals and objectives. Rating forms were distributed to members of the

Advisory Group and to selected members of the communit:/. The forms employed

a five point Likert scale evaluating the relative importance of 12 basic

and 25 service objectives, the results of which were used to develop

priorities for areas of improvement.*

Having essentially no transit system to work with, ** the data collection

for Schaumburg/Hoffman concentrated on surveys at what were expected to

be the major destinations: commuter rail stations, employment centers, and

shopping centers. These surveys accumulated data on people's travel needs,

origin-destination flows, and their attitudes toward bus, such as how

far they would walk and how much they would pay. Additional data was

obtained from secondary sources. This included census data - income, auto

ownership, trips /day, and land use data - activity centers, transportation

systems, and forecasts of population and employment until 1985-1990.

The first step in the analysis was the definition of potential markets

for the transit service. From the surveys taken, the sizes of different

potential transit markets were estimated and alternative system concepts
which could attract and serve persons in these markets were designed.

The various concepts were submitted to a subjective evaluation of their
abilities to serve these markets, and those forms ranking consistently
poorly were eliminated.

This subjective evaluation was used to eliminate all but two of the

alternatives. These two forms were then analyzed in detail for each

market group, for four different fares ($.40, $.60, $.75, and $1.00),

and for conditions of high and low demand.

Two methods were used in estimating ridership. For peak period work trips,

sophisticated mathematical demand and mode split models were calibrated.
The demand model was based on trends and forecast growth while the mode
choice model was a calibrated behavioral logit mode choice model. For

off-peak travel less data were available, and a simpler means of estimating
ridership was used. First, two estimates for work trips were obtained;
the predicted number obtained from the mathematical model and the expected
number based on people's response to the questionnaire. A ratio was determined

A Likert scale ranges from strongly agree to strongly disagree or from

very important to not important.
A small feeder bus service was in operation but it served only a small portion
of the study area. This service provided the data for the calibration of

the mode choice model.
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by dividing the predicted number form the model by the expected number

from the questionnaire responses. This ratio, representing the difference

between people's intention and actions, was applied to the percentage

of questionnaire respondents claiming they would use transit for non-

work trips. The resultant market share was then applied to obtain the

off-peak demand for transit.

Results

The recommendation of the study by Jack E. Leisch and associates was

to implement a combination dial-a-ride (DAR) subscription bus service.

The DAR service was to run from 6:30 a.m. to 10.00 p.m. Monday through

Saturday and 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Sundays, supplemented during the

peak periods with subscription service, 6:30 to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 to

6:30 p.m. Monday through Saturday. To aid the decision makers, the

study also provided a table indicating the ridership levels, costs,

revenues, and subsidies for each of the four fare levels.

Comments

Overall, the study seems well matched to the needs of the study area.

Its strong points include the analysis framework (i.e., markec analysis,

matching of market segments, and sensitivity analysis under varying

condition of demand and fares), and the demand estimation models. Some

study components, such as inventories of previous work, non-capital
intensive solutions and priorities are missing from the study, but by

the nature of the study area, their absence presents no problems.

B. Miles, Mass Transit Development Plan

Area 5.6 square miles

Population (1974) 33,000
Consultant Rolf C. Campbell and Associates

Introduction

Due to its location and level of development, Niles is tied physically,

socially, and economically to the City of Chicago. Although many

of Niles residents commute to Chicago, direct high speed rail connections

are not present in Niles, and as a result the Village is experiencing

major transportation problems.

The study of Niles, carried out by Rolf C. Campbell and Associates

has a threefold purpose. At the regional level are the rail lines to the

Loop and possible circumferential service. At the sub-regional level

are services which coordinate with the regional system, such as the North

and Northwest Suburban Mass Transit Districts. Finally, the local level

is concerned with providing service within Niles and coordinating with
the sub-regional systems. Niles started this study with the specific
intent of evaluating the potential of "free" courtesy buses within the

Village and to analyze two new major routes provided by North Suburban
Mass Transit District (NORTRAN) . All of these services were implemented
before the study was finished.



Methodology

The Niles study objectives were defined by looking at the goals
and objectives of RTA, the North and Northwest Suburban MTD's,

and the Niles Comprehensive Development Plan of 1969. The Technical
Advisory Committee which guided the study was set up to include
representation <^rom all ma-inr carriers and aaencies affecting Niles.*
This guaranteed the development of a TDP consistent with all other trans-

portation planning efforts in the region.

In order to obtain the data necessary for carrying out the development
and analysis of alternative transportation systems, Niles conducted
two surveys, in addition to the collection of esixting data. The

two surveys were conducted by the village staff for the purpose of

determining the opinion of the residents toward mass transportation.
A residential survey was distributed to every 4th name on the water bill
list (245 returned out of 1600) and an industrial survey was distributed
to 7000 employees of 15 industries. The questions were similar for both
surveys, referring to the people's need for travel. Data was collected
on the times, destinations, and purposes of people's trip making,

plus information on the individual, his/her demand for travel, and the

mode most frequently used.

Existing data available for use in the Niles study included a ridership
survey carried out by NORTRAN and two separate land use surveys per-

formed in 1966 and 1970. The ridership survey carried out by NORTRAN
was a large data collection effort, part of which involved the Village
of Niles. Its usefulness lay in its demonstration of some of the travel

patterns of Niles residents.

Two earlier land-use surveys were used so that collecting data for a

third might be avoided. Trends established between 1966 and 1970
were used to extrapolate approximate land-use patterns for 1974.

Once the data was collected, seven alternatives were created for

transit service in Niles. Each alternative included the general
routes, frequencies of service, and the required number of buses.

The alternatives were to be evaluated based on a number of social
benefits, the assumption being that the benefits would exceed the cost.

The benefits considered include l)air pollution, 2) sales tax rebate,

3) reduced traffic flow, 4) accident reduction, 5) reduced parking,
and 6) other - such as energy savings.

The membership on the Technical Advisory Committee included the North Suburban
Mass Transit District, Chicago Transit Authority, Regional Transportion Planning
Board, Illinois Department of Transportation, Regional Transit Authority,
Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission, CATS, Milwaukee Road, and
Rolf C. Campbell and Associates.



Results

As expected the recommendation was for a free local bus sustem. The

results of the study included specification of the recommended five

and one year programs. The five year program involves the existing

system supplemented by two additional bus routes. A further suggestion,

though not included in the five year plan, was the provision of free

bus service to two new areas; a Golf Mill shopper shuttle and a con-

venience shuttle to the Niles industrial area.

The one year program involves the first step towards the implementation

of the five year plan. It has a shorter route structure than the five

year plan, requires seven buses as opposed to eighteen, and calls for

construction of the garage facilities specified in the five year plan.

Comments

The Niles study was successful in accomplishing what it set out to do:

"It is expected that an evaluation of all of the above

factors, and others that may arise in the course of the

systems analysis, will result in a statement of positive

value which will justify expenditures out of the general
municipal fund and/or revenue sharing funds in an amount

necessary to continue the provision of free mass transit

service within the Village of Niles." (Niles, Volume 1)

No alternative transit concepts were explored, and even if the benefits

of the free service proved to exceed its costs, there is no guarantee

that some other form of transit could not have more efficiently provided

the same service.

It is also unclear whether the magnitude of the six social benefits

were ever measured. Free bus service will have a positive impact, but

the study never proves that these benefits are sufficient to warrant

the require'^ annual subsidy. The benefits must justify the entire cost

not just the local share put up by the Village of Niles.

Finally, the study did not address all of its threefold objective.

Local service was studied (the free bus system) but the service was

neither coordinated with existing sub-regional services nor was any

attention given to the serious problem of direct commuter rail service

to the loop.

C. .\urora and Fox River Valley Transit Development Program

Area 170 Square Miles
Population (1975) 232,000
Consultant Simpson & Curtin Transportation Engineers
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Introduction

The study for the Aurora and Fox River Valley TDP was divided into

two sections; Aurora and the immediately surrounding area (for which

a fairly extensive transit system existed) , and the Fox River Valley

corridor (served by only a few linear bus routes and commuter rail

lines). The objectives of the study were to determine the best means

to:

1. increase accessibility to high density areas in Aurora;

2. relate and interface the local Aurora system with the

regional services (commuter railroads and regional bus

routes)

;

3. provide increased transportation service to the transportation

restricted residents of Aurora (the poor, elderly, and handicapped)

;

4. develop mechanisms which will maximize coordinating efforts of

regional and local planning and operations; and

5. study the transportation needs between communities in the

corridor from Elgin on the North to Aurora on the south.

The first volume of the study (June 1976) addresses the first three

objectives, the last two are still pending.

Methodology

Information is not available as to the techniques involved in the

preparation of the final two outputs, but of the work performed thus

far, two techniques bear mentioning. The first technique is the

form of cost model used. Similar but separate models were developed

to evaluate new or revised services for the Aurora and Elgin bus systems.

The models were based on the carrier's operating expenses. All costs

were assigned to one of four categories (vehicle miles, vehicle hours,

peak vehicle needs, and revenue passengers) and a value of cost per unit

measure of each variable was obtained. Estimates of these four variables

were produced for any proposed new or revised service and the calibrated

unit costs gave an estimate of the cost of the service.

In order to use the cost model, an estimate of ridership was required.

The ridership model employed was fairly simple, based primarily on

observed ridership and its relationship to characteristics of the bus

system and the households in the service area. The households in the

service area provided a base level of ridership with corrections being

made for fares, headways, and household characteristics.

Due to the model forms, much of the required data referred to the

operating characteristics of the existing system: ridership, land use

patterns, distributions of activity centers, and residential characteristics

and density patterns. Thus, only one survey was performed (conducted

by the City of Aurora) with the rest of the data coming from secondary

sources such as census tracts, operating data of the existing bus systems,

and CATS 1970 home interview data. The survey, which was handed out

to bus users, collected data on trip origin and destination, purpose

and frequency of the trip, access mode to the bus system, areas of most

needed improvement (i.e., fares, frequency etc.) and auto ownership.

11.



Results

The products of the study are thus far limited to the development

of the study process, the estimation models, the data collection,

and the analysis of seven modifications to the existing Aurora

bus route network. The evaluation and final recommendations

should be forthcoming.

Comments

Most of the work performed thus far is acceptable, the weaknesses

with the study relating more to its omissions than its approach.

The study has adequately covered areas such as goal formulation,

establishment of communication channels, model development, and

data collection, but weaknesses appear in the generation and

evaluation of alternative services and systems.

Conceptually, transportation studies are to be comprehensive.

This requires much more than just extensive detail, involving the

evaluation of multiple transit concepts and systems and their abilities

to provide service under different demands.

The study has investigated some forms of special services. It discusses

van pooling and why it is not feasible, it proposes a possible route

to service the major employment centers, and it discusses a proposed

feeder bus service. However, it does not analyze those alternatives

adequately. One of the questions left unanswered is the possibility

of some form of transit in Aurora other than a fixed-route pulse-

scheduled bus system. Also, the study focuses on the Aurora area,

paying relatively little attention to the needs and services of the

Fox River Valley Corridor.

A potential deficiency of this study may lie in the lack of attention

to operational/efficiency changes. Such analysis will hopefully appear

in the final report.

A final point of interest is the reliance on 1970 CATS survey data.

There are two potential problems with this. First of all, depending

on the local growth rate, it is possible that 1970 data may no longer

apply. More importantly, however, is the fact that designing a system

based on existing origin-destination flows cannot help but support the

existing network. Routes should be designed to serve people's desires;

otherwise, needed services will never get started.

DuPage County Transit Study

Area 310 Square Miles
Population (1970) 492,000
Consultant Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.

Introduction

The DuPage County transit study was begun in late 1974 with most of the

work being completed by mid-1975, but some of the work, including the

evaluation of the different alternatives, remains to be completed.

12.



DuPage County has a large number of different transit operators. In

addition to the three commuter railroads, DuPage is served by three

types of bus service. As of May, 1975, the county had one dial-a-

bus service, one fixed route service, and eight feeder bus systems.

When beginning the DuPage study, Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc. took

the broadest possible approach, preferring to narrow down the study

objectives as work progressed. Contrary to the previous studies which

began with fairly specific sets of objectives, the purpose of the Du-

Page study was to "develop recommendations for a short-range transit

action program and for a longer range plan to guide transit improve-

ments and coordinate them with development and other transportation

systems."

Methodology

Figure 2 on the next page describes the planning processes as envisioned

by Barton-Aschman. The start of the process included an extremely

detailed investigation of DuPage 's goals, objectives, and standards,

and an identification of the possible transit markets. This led to

the identification of transit concepts with potential to meet the

county's needs. A subjective evaluation was performed on each transit

concept to see how well it met the needs of the different market

groups. Transit alternatives were then formed by matching market needs

with different transit concepts. In performing market research on

transit needs, five surveys were carried out. The surveys covered:

1. Bus passengers

2. Commuter railroad passengers

3. Travel attitudes

4. Employees

5. Special interest groups

The bus and commuter railroad surveys were to collect data on user and

trip characteristics, as well as to obtain user comments on existing

service. The travel attitude survey measured the community's perception

and knowledge of the public transportation system, and in addition,

called for numerous value judgements on the relative importance of

different characteristics or attributes of transportation, i.e., safety,

comfort, reliability, speed.

The employer survey was sent to all major employers in the county.

The purpose of this survey was to gather information on the size of the

work force, scheduled work times, location of employment centers relative

to the worker's residences, and value judgements by the employers as to

how they and their employees were affected by the presence or absence

of suburban transit. The survey of special interest groups was distributed

by contacting eighteen organizations throughout the county. It was not

designed as a controlled sample; rather it collected data on a broad

cross section of persons to get ideas on the types of services which

they considered important. Other available information included volume

counts and census data.

13.





Two planning processes were adopted, a short and a long term, the longer

of which was discussed in concept only and is not pertinent to this analy-

sis. The short term process picked up the previously defined market

groups and service concepts and, based on the data obtained through the

market surveys, developed financial estimates of alternative services.

For the initial sketch planning process, simple modeling assumptions

were made. For example, to estimate the potential for feeder bus service,

a model relating patronage to the distance from home to the train

station was developed. The calibration of such models was based on the

results of the surveys. Estimates of revenues were then obtained

by matching ridership with an assumed set of fares.

A more sophisticated cost /benefit analysis is included in the study

program but it has not yet been carried out. The initial transit

routes emerging from the sketch planning process are to be refined

and a more sophisticated simulation model developed by CATS is to be

used in obtaining detailed estimates of ridership, costs, and revenues.

Results

The results of the process thus far consist mainly of goal formulation,

data collection, and an initial evaluation of the applicability of

various concepts to different market groups. The final evaluation and

recommendations are still pending.

Comments

Though the final report is not yet published, the process employed for

the DuPage study deserves high marks. A small but important point is

that the analysis started out objectively with no preconceived conclu-
sions. The strongest feature, however, was the market analysis approach.*
The various market groups and alternate transit concepts were explicitly
identified and matched up, revealing which services best fit under
different situations. The use of computer simulation to evaluate only

the final few alternatives appears to be a good compromise between
accuracy and cost, though it remains to be seen just how truly

effective and accurate it is. If when this analysis is done, the

richness of the data collected is actually used, not only the process

but the whole study will deserve high marks.

The only drawback to this study seems to be the continuing delay of

completion. The data, now over two years old (March 1974), may be

losing its validity, and the most advanced analytical techniques

cannot compensate for obsolete data.

The market analysis approach referred to includes five major steps: 1)

identification of market groups, 2) identification of appropriate transit
forms, 3) matching transit forms to market group needs, 4) generation of

alternatives, and 5) analysis of costs and benefits.

15. . ,
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North Suburban Transit Development Plan and Program

Area 144 square miles

Population (19 70) 544,000

Consultant DeLeuw, Gather & Company

Introduction

The NORTRAN district is a collection of highly developed suburban
communities served by a fairly extensive mass transportation system.

As of November, 1975 there were seven separate bus systems in the
district. It. is penetrated by two rapid transit lines and crossed
by three commuter rail lines.

This study served the purposes of assembling a data set for the area,

compiling an inventory of all of the individual operators , and providing

an overview of the collective transit needs of the North Suburban MTD
communities.* Figure 3 describes the overall structure of the planning
process

.

Methodology

Since the north suburban area already had an extensive transit network,

racher than resorting to atcitudinal home interviews the data collection
concentrated on surveying riders of existing services. In addition to

inventorying the operating characteristics of all components of the exist-

ing system, passenger volume counts were taken and rider questionnaires
handed out. The data were compiled separately for bus, rapid transit,

and commuter rail roads.

The study process took several forms of transit systems into consider-
ation: grid, corridor, collector - distributor, and demand responsive.
These concepts were then evaluated in terms of the service each could
most appropriately offer. Service characteristics included headways,
typical trip length, and residential density. Given this information
on the suitability of each form of transit, alematives were
drawn up by combining concepts to serve the area.

In order to evaluate proposed alternatives it is necessary to 1) arrive

at some estimate of ridership, and 2) evaluate the level of service
offered as measured by the objectives and criteria. The methodology
used in obtaining ridership estimates was a simple straightforward
technique, quite similar to that used in Aurora. It related patronage
of a specific route to the number of people living in the service area,

activity along the route, and the type and level of transit service
provided. Four steps are involved in applying this method:

1. determine the number of households within 1800 feet of the

route (census data);

2. compute "base line" patronage by multiplying the number
of dwelling units by .13 (this assumes 15 minute peak
headways, 30 minute off peak headways, and a fare of $.25);

The area covered by the Niles study (1974) is also included in the NORTRAN
region.

16.
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3. adjust for fare differential (assume an elasticity of .3); and

4. adjust for service frequency.

In addition to local service, the study looked briefly at the problem
of coordinating intersuburban bus service. The need for pulse-
scheduling was discussed and major transfer points were suggested.

Finally, the study looked at the potential for incorporating feeder
bus service to commuter rail stations. Data were used to determine
people's attitude toward feeder bus service, and an estimate of the daily
volume for each station was obtained. The stations were then ranked in

order, based on their potential (expected volume) for implementing a

feeder bus service.

Results

As of July 1, 1976, the study results included three alternatives, an

initial evaluation, and a ranking of potential locations for feeder
bus service. The initial evaluation of the three alternatives involves
a subjective evaluation of the degree to which they meet the study
objectives, as well as cost and ridership estimates. The final eval-
uation and recommendations are still pending.

Comments

With a large study area the level of detail necessarily becomes more
macro. The NORTRAN study thus deals at a broader level, avoiding some
of the more minute details of tightly restrained single community studies.

Some alternative transit concepts were considered, but they have not yet
been studied. Hopefully, the final report will involve the definition
of alternative transit systems. This alternative definition requires more
detailed specification than that provided in the description of the

three broad alternatives discussed in the working paper.

Since the analysis is still in progress, it is not possible to comment
on the process at this time. Hopefully the study will follow some sort
of market analysis approach, as have some previous studies.

Lake County 1975 Transit Technical Study

Area 470 square miles
Population (1970) 383,000
Consultant Harland Bartholomew and Associates

Introduction

The Lake County area is to a large extent rural with the highest
concentration of development occurring along the Lake Michigan shore.
There are also dispersed islands of population scattered over the
county making the task of designing a viable transportation system,
more difficult.
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Although there are many bus and rail services in operation in

Lake County, the Transit Technical Study focused on only the four
major carriers; the Waukegan-North Chicago Transit Company (WNCTC)

,

the Great Lakes Bus Company (GLBC) , and the Milwaukee Road and Chicago
and North Western Railroads. The purpose of the study was to produce
a five year plan to improve public transportation in Lake County. It

was designed to provide three elements:

1. an integrated element in the regional planning process
(Chicago metropolitan area)

;

2. a sub-regional (Lake County) short range transit develop-
ment program (TDP) ; and

3. a public transportation plan in coordination with land
use and transportation plans.

Methodology

The study process was to address eight tasks for each of three elements:
commuter rail service, local transit service, and county-wide service.
The eight tasks comprising the study process follow:

1. an inventory of socio-economic, planning^ transportation and
transit operations data;

2. an on-board survey for bus and commuter rail services;
3. an analysis of data and findings, to evaluate and select

subset of services for further analysis;
4. a determination of transit potential usiflg cross classi-

fication techniques to identify areas with need or potential
for transit service;

5. the development of alternative transit concepts (para-
transit , radial fixed route, or loop fixed route);

6. the development of goals and objectives for use in the eval-
uation of alternatives;

7. the selection of plans based on quantitative and qualitative
considerations; and

8. The identification of sources and amounts of funding available
for implementation of transit services.

One of the first points of interest was the process by which a final set
of objectives was obtained. After an initial list of objectives was
drawn up, a rating form was distributed to the members of the Citizens
Advisory Committee asking them to rate the objectives on a scale of 1

(worst) to 10 (best) . The results of this questionnaire were used to
further refine the objectives. A similar form was then distributed to
selected local citizens. The average scores assigned to the different
objectives determined their relative importance.

Three types of data were collected in the course of this study; surveys,
inventories of existing services, and secondary data on land uses and
planned development. The bus user survey was designed to collect data
on items such as how persons access bus, trip origin and destination,
trip purpose and frequency, and household data. The questions asked

of rail users differed markedly from the bus survey - information was

collected on the station used to board the rail service,
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its distance and travel time from home, scheduled departure and arrival

times at the station, access mode and attitudes toward the possibility

of using feeder bus service. Census data on household characteristics

were used to supplement data on user characteristics. These data were
available for 1970 as well as a 1980 forecast. In addition, extensive

inventories were taken of the existing system, of special services,

and of major generators of demand. The inventories were at a level of

detail such as to include the type, location, and size of activity. To

obtain estimates of transit ridership a cross-classification technique

was used. It was calibrated based on the existing ridership and

household characteristics, and predicts demand using estimates or

forecasts of an area household characteristics. Though cross classi-

fication does not have the theoretical basis of mathematical modeling,

it uses trends in observed behavior in a more stringent manner than the

link factor method. Hopefully, the greater effort also extracts a

greater amoiint of information.

Results

The results of this study were separate descriptions of the proposed

transit services for each of eight communities in Lake County.* A

summary booklet was provided which included routes, headways, the number

of vehicles required, and costs for each local system.

Comments

The Lake County transit study is useful because it provides a review

of the transit situation in Lake County and an initial description of

the improved local services. It does not go into the depth of analysis

that studies of smaller areas do but it is in effect, a compilation of

eight relatively independent local studies. If more detail is required,

it can be provided later.

Three forms of transit were considered for each community; fixed route,

para-transit, and feeder bus. Transit systems were to be designed for

each of the three concepts which seemed appropriate for each area.

Since these were small local services only one alternative was developed

for each system considered for each area. This might be considered a

shortcoming of the study.

The other possible shortcoming would be the failure of the study to

draw the county together. Service was investigated for eight inde-

pendent communities with no thought to coordinating transit into a

unified system.

The eight communities include Antioch, Buffalo Grove, Fox Lake, Greater

Harrington, Mundelein, Round Lake Communities, Waukegan - North Chicago,

and Zion-Winthrop Harbor.
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III. SUMMARY OF THE STUDIES

A brief comparison may help to highlight the areas of similarity among the

studies. One step performed to different degrees in all six studies was

the identification of alternative transit concepts. Schaumburg/Hof fman
Estates and DuPage thoroughly examined all applicable forms of transit;

Lake County received a fair amount of effort which considered fixed route,

feeder bus, and para-transit service for each of eight Lake County communi-
ties; the Aurora and NORTRAN studies involved special transit services

to a limited extent; and the Niles study mentioned non-traditional forms of

transit only in passing. All six studies defined goals and objectives.
Two of the studies, Schaumburg/Hoffman Estates and Lake County, used rating
scales in determining quantitative measures of the relative importance of

the study objectives, but the other four employed their objectives in a more
subjective context. The full marketing analysis approach was also followed
in two studies, Schaumburg/Hof fman Estates and DuPage County. Although the

full marketing analysis approach is the most desirable, even a partial analysis

is beneficial.

The modeling strategies for ridership estimation also varied widely, the
level of mathematical sophistication bearing little relation to the mag-
nitude of the study process. The most sophisticated analytical techniques
were employed in the Schaumburg/Hof fman Estates and DuPage County studies,
the smallest as well as one of the larger study areas. Next would be the

Lake County study which used a cross-classification technique for demand
estimation. The NORTRAN and Aurora-Fox River Valley studies undertook
similar approaches, employing what can be called a link factor method.
A route or service is divided into links (sections) and the estimated
ridership generated on that link is based on characteristics of the house-
holds in its service area. Niles did not require models because the service
being studied was put into operation and could be observed directly.

Three tables are provided to summarize some of the important features of each
of the six studies. Table I is a checklist of the thirteen elements which
the original UMTA guidelines recommended for inclusion in Transit Development
Programs, table II gives a few details on some of the analytical techniques
employed by each study, and Table III list the contents of the data sets
compiled for each of the study areas.

Table I is incomplete in that three of the transit studies are still in
progress. For these three, elements which have already been completed
are indicated as such, but missing components are indicated either as

mission or as pending. A NO mark for a study in progress is given if the
plans do not indicate its inclusion at a later date, a "Pending" is

assigned if it seems to be forthcoming.
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TABLE II Analytical Sophistication

Schaumburg/Hof fman

Goals - Likert scale rating to determine important objectives.

Data - Surveys on rail users, shoppers, and amployees.

Ridership - Mathematical demand and Logic mode split models.

Analysis - Detailed calculations for best alternatives under several fare levels,
based strictly on ridership and resultant operating deficits.

Niles

Goals - Predetermined, wanted free local bus service

Data - Random sample needs survey of households and industries

Ridership - Empirical, service implemented before study finished.

Analysis - Observational evaluation of simple fixed route bus service. Justify
free service on basis of social benefits.

Aurora

Goals - Interview community leaders, hold public hearing, consultant derived
goals

.

Data - Bus user survey, existing system operating characteristics, ridership
and land-use data.

Ridership - Based on household characteristics as related to observe trip making
rates.

Analysis - Cost/ridership estimated for seven route alterations, using Simpson i
Curtin.

DuPage

Goals - Started with goals/policies from 1974 DuPage County Regional Planning
Commission.

Data - Surveys on bus users, rail road users, employees, home interviews, and
special interest groups. Also passenger volume counts and census data.

Ridership - Simple models based on characteristics of households in service area.
Computer simulation of detailed ridership and mode split estimates is

still pending.

Analysis - Identify market groups, match with transit concepts, reduce number of
alternatives with quick sketch planning analyses, perform computer simu-
lation on final alternatives (still pending).

NORTRAN

Goals - Consultant prepared initial set. Modify as necessary to reflect atti-
tudes of public, local community leaders, and related agencies.

Data - User surveys of bus, rapid transit and commuter railroad. Volume counts
and secondary data.

Ridership - Simple estimate based on numbers and characteristics of persons in ser-
vice area as well as service characteristics.

.-Uialysis - Review of and suggestions for service in each local community. Discuss
merits of different concepts for comprehensive area bus systems.

Lake County

Goals - Relative importances determined by rating list of objectives on scale
of 1 to 10. Focus analysis on important objectives.

Data - User sur'/eys and extensive inventory of existing system.

Ridership - Cross classification of demand based on household characteristics.

Analysis - Identify markets and needs for service in each area of county. Determin
type or concept of transit service most appropriate and estimate rider-
ship and costs.
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IV. PROPOSED STUDY DESIGN

The Need For Consistent Design

Given the diversity found in the region's TDPs it behooves this
regional agency to attempt to bring a semblance of order to all
future sub-regional studies so they will be compatible with decisions
which must be made at a regional level. The sub-regional studies
must provide projects and information for the regional programming pro-
cess. In this section a proposed structure for future sub-regional
transit studies is detailed. However, it will be useful to first
establish the responsibilities of different planning processes and
the reasons why studies are carried out at different levels of geo-
graphical aggregation, in particular on a regional and sub-regional
(local) level.

Regional studies usually give a broad overview of a complex situation
while serving to tie together the many sub-regions. Two types of
responsibilities can be assigned to regional level planning: establish-
ment of uniform policies and land-use planning for directed growth.
Directed growth refers to regional land-use planning as a tool to
control regional development. Rather than responding to pressures
arising from random development, a desired overall regional pattern
can be determined which sub-regional studies will then take into
consideration when designing local roadway and transit systems.
Regional studies often have a long time frame (for example, to the
year 2000)

.

Sub-regional studies are important for a variety of reasons. First, ^

only at a local level can real local input be obtained. Public
hearings and citizen participation meetings can detect strong
opinions and reactions, but real local input can only be obtained
by going to the area and dealing directly with the people and the
officials that serve them. Due to the detail of the study, a
manageable studysize makes it necessary to restrict the study area.
For too large an area the number of alternatives and resulting
combinations will soon become unwieldy. On a sub-regional level it
is also easier to coordinate planning for transit, highways, sewer
and water, open space, etc. Finally, planning, regardless of quality,
is of no use unless it is acted upon. Performing studies at the local
level with close ties to community leaders and interest groups, will
make the study results responsive to their needs. It will be their
transit plan, not a regional government's plan.

Responsibility for sub-regional studies should reside with the sub-
regional governments. Regional planning should be done by regional
governments or organizations. Regional agencies usually have much
planning expertise which must be made available to the sub-regions
for their studies. Sub-regions contain the citizens that will be
impacted by actions of regional agencies. Sub-regions must have input
to regional planning and programming. In short, two-way cooperation
is necessary for studies on any level.
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Study Design

The remainder of this report will serve to describe the ideal sub-
regional transit study design as envisioned by the RTA. This

ideal design has to satisfy three clients; the local residents, RTA,

and the federal government (U>ITA) . The local residents desire involve-
ment in the planning process and UMTA wants a document which will satisfy
the requirements for grant applications. RTA needs a study which is

compatible with other sub-regional studies and which contains information
needed in preparation of regional plans and programs. Compatibility
refers to conformance with regional goals and objectives, to compliance
with planned regional land-use patterns, and to cooperation with the

planned services of any adjacent communities.

It also involved the accumulation of a data set which is consistent
with the data collected for other sub-regions. This may entail the

collection of specific data not directly needed by the study, but

it will lead to the compilation of a uniform regional data set which
will be beneficial in regional analyses and allow the same methodologies

to be used for all sub-regional studies.

The information needed in preparation of the regional plan includes

a general description of alternative services (fares, headways, and

routes) along with the estimates of their riderships and subsidies.

A list of prioritized alternatives and areas of improvement is also

needed to aid in drawing up the regional five year transit program.

The following sections begin to describe the steps in the suggested

study process. Table IV lists the major components in the study design.

Each component is detailed below.

Table IV Major Components of Studv Design

I. Establish communication links

II. Determine goals and objectives and methodologies

III. Inventory previous studies and plans

IV. Data collection

V. Market analysis

VI. Operational Improvements

VII. Programming component

VIII. Clarification of responsibilities
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Establish Communication Links

The first step begins when local officials contact the RTA and indicate
their desire to undertake a transit study or visa versa . An RTA planner
from the Planning and Development Department is assigned to the area
and, if necessary, a consultant is selected to aid in carrying out the

study process. Since RTA provides operating and capital funds it

naturally plays a major role in the selection of an negotiation with
the consultant in cooperation with the local officials. Once a

consultant is selected, channels of communication must be carefully laid
out. If a consultant is used, the RTA planner assigned to the study
will maintain close contact throughout the study process. Hence, he or
she would spend at least one day per week working "in the field" with
the consultant. If no consultant is used, the RTA planner will perform
the study in cooperation with planners from local agencies. Here the
planner will probably be assigned full time to the study.

Some means for local and technical input must also be established.
Traditionally two committees have been set up, a Citizen's Advisory
Committee (CAC) and a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC).* Such
committees help in the determination of the study goals and objectives,
and they should continue to provide direction throughout the study,
especially in the generation of alternatives where their preferences
are a most valuable study input.

Determination of Goals, Objectives and Methodologies

Before the study can begin, its purpose must be defined. The
study goals must reflect local values, the desires of community
officials and planners, and the goals and objectives set by the regional
planning process and the RTA. This requires an effective interchange
of ideas between the consultant, the citizens (CAC), the local
officials (TAC), and RTA staff and board.

A regionally consistent set of analysis methodologies is also important
if RTA is going to compare costs and patronage estimates from one
sub-region with another. RTA staff is currently working to develop
such methodologies.

Inventory of Previous Planning

Looking into previous work may help in three ways. First, it may avoid
duplication of effort by uncovering related analyses performed at an
earlier date. Second, it will assure the integration of the sub-
regional plan with sub-regional and regional transit and other services,

The CAC represents the local residents, special interest groups,
community officials, mayors, and the staffs from the consultant and
the RTA. The TAC includes representatives from the consultant and
the RTA, local and regional transportation agencies, transportation
operators for bus, rapid rail, and commuter rail lines, and any other
related interested agencies. While these committees should represent
all affected parties, they should not be too large lest they become
unmanageable. A maximum size of 15 to 20 members would be desirable.
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aiding the interface of transit and other services with those of
adjacent areas. And third, it will assure conformance with regional
land-use plans. Three types of information must be inventoried: local
top's and service plans, regional transportation and other community
plans and services and forecast land-use patterns.

Data Collection

The data collection effort should be standardized for all sub-regional
studies in order that local data sets can be compiled to form a regional
data base. In the hope of collectings uniform data for all sub-regions

the following guidelines have been prepared. The data set should

first of all include an inventory of the existing transit system (if

any). This would cover the locations, monetary values, and states of

repair of the facilities and equipment, and the routes and schedules

of current service. The data set should also make use of secondary
data sources. The census provides information on socio-economic
characteristics of the local residents, such as age, income, sex, trips

per day, auto ownership, and elderly or handicapped persons. Major
activity centers and traffic generators can be identified from existing
land-use data. (Appendix B is a guide to the types of data to be collected.)

Given the initial information from inventories and secondary sources,
the main body of the data collection effort will vary somewhat
depending on the particular situation. In developed areas with existing
transit systems the data set will include user surveys and volume
counts. In all areas, regardless of the existence of transit service,

data should be collected through the administration of residential
surveys, employee surveys, and surveys at major activity centers such
as shopping centers, colleges, hospitals, employment centers, etc..

The particular balance will necessarily be a function of the activities

present in the study area.

Although a standardized data set is desired, it is still best collected
as part of the local analysis. One problem with the compilation of

large scale data sets is the fact that data loses its validity over time.

Collecting data as part of the study assures the most up to date and
accurate information possible.

Market Analysis

The preferred method for conducting the body of the study process can
be best termed as a market analysis. It is at this point that a

representative from RTA' s Marketing and Service Planning Department
becomes associated with the study. He is to work along with the study

groups throughout the rest of the study both to provide assistance
in carrying out the market study, and to become acquainted with
the characteristics of the sub-region.

The market analysis process can be described in terms of five components.

The first step is the identification of different market segments.

Examples of different segments would include work trips, shopping trips,

trips by elderly or other captive riders, etc.
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A market segment may be any group of oersons or trip types which have
similar characteristics, or whose trips are directed to or from the
same geographic area.

The next step, once market segments have been defined, is to identify
all appropriate transit concepts. These would include traditional
fixed route, demand responsive services, van pooling, and any other forms
of transit which might provide reasonable service to one or more of
the different markets.

Next, the transit concepts are matched to the market groups by subjectively
evaluating the strong points of the different forms of transit and
seeing which markets would best respond to which set of characteristics.
At this point it is possible to reduce the niamber of different concepts
under consideration by dropping those forms which do not meet the needs
of any of the markets.

The fourth step involves combining the remaining transit forms to

generate alternative systems. The different forms can be inLegrated so
as to provide the best service to the different demands of the various
market groups

.

Finally, the alternatives must be analyzed to determine the levels of
service required and costs. This involves two separate tasks;
evaluating the degree to which each alternative meets the objectives
of the study and estimating riderships and subsidies for each service.

The evaluation of objectives normally is subjective. Most objectives
are non-quantifiable and even if they could be measured it would be
impossible to assign a common set of values, i.e. monetary, to all
objectives. The ridership estimation may be performed a number of ways.
Sophisticated mathematical patronage models may be calibrated or less
theoretical and more empirical observational techniques may be
employed.* The method chosen will depend on the scope of the study and
the data available to the analyst. The important point is that the
decision is to be justified. Some explanation should be given as to
why a particular method is chosen.

If time and costs permit^ the analysis should also take into account
different levels of patronage. This is a sort of sensitivity analysis
because it reveals whether the same system is preferred for different
estimates of future transit demand. This accounts for the uncertainty
associated with any such predictions and reveals the danger inherent
in taking the expected patronage as definite.

Operational - Efficiency Improvements 'iwi''. '.^..-.k' : :• v-....-.

This section of the analysis is designed in keeping with the emerging
Transportations Systems Management element of the transportation planning
process. It must be carried out at the local level because it involves
the transit operators and the city or village officials in an attempt to
implement operational or policy changes which will lead to more efficient
utilization of services, or will at least influence people to make the
choices most consistent with sub-regional goals.

RTA is in the process of developing a host of patronage models to be used
as the study situation requires.
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Efficiency changes imply improving the coordination, scheduling,
or routing of the existing transit system to provide better service
with the same facilities. Policy changes may include such things as
increased parking costs to discourage auto travel, or bus and car pool
lanes to encourage higher vehicle occupancy. This analysis is a secondary
check to insure that planned transit development will not conflict
with planned auto or highway development. The efficiency includes inte-
gration between modes as well as coordination within the public transit
system.

Programming Component

The outputs of the study are not to be merely the generation and
evaluation of a few local transit alternatives. Instead three components
are to be included which provide prioritized recommendations on what
are to be included in the region's Five Year Transit Porgram as prepared
by RTA. All transit projects proposed for implementation within the
next five year period must be included. Where appropriate, the program
recommends the staffing of projects or services. The Annual Element of
the RTA Program and Budget is even more detailed. It must list each
operating and capital project, its cost, and the sources of all available
funds. This list is not to be a wish list. Sufficient funds must be
identified to cover the cost of all projects on the annual element.
This Us t will suffice for the TIP. The Program as a whole is the TSM.*
It should list not only non-capital (low capital) changes to the system,
their staging, and their relative priorities, but details as to how the
whole transit system is managed.

Clarification of Issues

Three questions remain to be answered before the study can be considered
complete. The first question is in regard to the sources of funding. It

was mentioned that the available funds must cover the costs of the
projects on the annual element, but in addition the study must spell out
clearly where those funds are coming from. If special steps must be
taken to acquire any of these funds, they should be clearly
specified^

The second question addresses the problem of implementing new services.
It establishes who is in charge of each project and assigns responsibility
for carrying out the necessary tasks. These tasks include acquiring funds,
developing a marketing strategy, and developing an operating plan and
structure. RTA Marketing and Service Planning coordinates this effort.

Finally, the study should establish some process by which it can be
maintained. The first step is still to set up continuing channels of
communication between RTA and all other involved agencies. Next,
responsibilities must be assigned for monitoring (data collection) and
updating service (planning). Finally, clearly recognized guidelines should
be set up regarding the frequency of meetings and updates. These need
not occur too often, perhaps semi-annually would be sufficient.

TSM (Transportation System Management) is an UMTA requirement for the region to

do planning to properly manage the system and to assure low-capital alternatives
are fully considered.
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Since RTA plans to work with the Regional councils of Mayors, the forum

they provide is ideal for these maintenance and implementation phases.

C. Summary

Given that the study will be performed at the local level, there are

three points where RTA planners should join in the process. At the very

beginning, and following through the study process, there should be

someone from the RTA Planning and Development staff. His purpose is

to provide assistance if needed, but more importantly to observe and

direct the study so that the resultant output will be in a form useful to

the RTA as well as to the local transit operators.

The next contribution of RTA staff comes from the Marketing and Seirvice

Planning Department. This staff becomes involved when the market analysis

begins, serving both to lend expertise and to detail routes and

schedules for implementation.

The final active input of RTA staff time is in the "selling" of the new

service. Transit is a commodity which people must be made aware of and

the Marketing and Service Planning Department can provide valuable

assistance to local officials in publicizing any new services.

Part of the study involves setting up a structure of responsibilities

and communications to assure that the study is kept up to date. This

involves coordination in monitoring and updating the system.

If the study design is followed, the outputs of the individual transit

studies should be in a form suitable for direct input to the preparation

of the regional transit plans and programs.
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APPENDIX A - UMTA TDP GUIDELINES

The following three pages are an excerpt from the UMTA
External Operating Manual (EOM, Chapter II, E) . Though
planning requirements have changed radically in the
recent past, these guidelines are of interest for two
reasons. They indicate the types of information con-
sidered important in the preparation of transit studies
and they describe the effective guidelines under which
most recent TDPs were conducted.
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c. Shore-Range Transit Studies

Transit Development Studies

These studies constitute the basis of a short-range program for

unified or officially coordinated mass transportation operations
for the urban area.

This program must be developed and coordinated with on-going
• regional comprehensive and transportation planning such that

Che relationships among individual transit projects, regional
transit and transportation systems and overall regional develop-
ment are consistent.

In keeping with the Intended phased implementation of the Guide-
lines for Capital Grant Project Selection which will be based
on research and further Indus try-UMTA discussions, the following
definition of a Transit Development Program will be used at

this time.

The Transit Development Program must address at least those ele-
ments which are essential to the program. UMTA recommends that
chose elements considered desirable also be addressed to strengthen
Che program and any resulting Capital Grant applications.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

Program Duration - The Transit Development Program must en-
compass at least a five-year period.

Evaluation of Existing Conditions - The program must include
an evaluation of existing condicions Including current serv-
ice, user characteristics, trip characteristics, financial
status of Che syscem(s) (revenue, operating costs, subsidies),
and capital facilities and equipment. In this evaluation,
special consideration should be given to the needs of those
individuals totally dependent on public transportation for
mobility.

Anticipated Improvements - The program musc include anticipated
operations and capital improvements. Operations improvements
Include changes in levels of service, service extensions or
deletions, improvements to maintenance and operating facilities,
etc. Capital Improvements include vehicles, non-revenue
equipment, proposed terminals, stations, or shelters, street
furniture, etc. These capital Improvements should be summar-
ized in a precise five-year capital budget.

In chose areas implementing fixed-facility projects in the
program period, the capital and operating requirements of
these projects should be InCegrated with the anticipated
Improvements to Che exlscing system.
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All ancicipaced improvements should be clearly Justified

based on adequate and detailed technical analysis in-

cluding projected impact of the improvements on increasing

or maintaining transit ridership. Specific information

such as equipment needs (vehicles and support equipment)
,

facility location and detailed costs, location of and

requirements for street hardware, etc., should be included.

Schedule of Priorities - The program must Indicate priori-

ties and phasing of the anticipated improvements over the

five-year period.

Estim.ates of Cost and .Anticipated Financing - The program

must include estimates of costs and revenues for the

five-year development period, and anticipated means of

financing improvements. Sources of local capital or

operating subsidies for the development period should be

anticipated, if they are required.

Implementation Responsibility - The program must delineate

those agencies responsible for carrying out the reccmmended

improvements

.

Maintenance of the Transit Development Program - The program
must indicate what arrangements or procedures have been
established for the annual updating of the Transit Develop-
ment Program. The continuing phase of long-range transporta-

tion planning should contain surveillance procedures which
are necessary to collect the data required to update the

Transit Development Program.

Coordination of Transit Systems - The program must include

improvements to the existing mass transportation system
which are necessary specifically for the coordination of

transit systems. Such improvem.ents include elimination of

overlapping service, the adjustment of schedules and fares,

the provision of common transfer points, and joint use of

facilities. The program must indicate how proposed capital
improvements, currently available transit facilities, and

proposed non-capital improvements will achieve a unified or

officially coordinated mass transportation system so as to

provide maximum practicable service to the urban area.

Transit Management and Operations Improvements - The program
must include a discussion of transit management and opera-
tions as a basis for decreasing the costs and increasing
the efficiency of operation the system.
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DESIRABLE ELEMENTS

Past or Current Assistance Efforts - The program should

include an analysis of past, current and proposed assist-

ance which the area has undertaken to promote transit

programs. These can include relief from discriminatory

taxes, subsidies, etc. This element is closely related

to the essential element, "Estimates of Costs and

Anticipated Financing," and should amplify it.

Results of RD&D Program - The program should include the

evaluation of hardware and software results of the

UMTA Research, Development and Demonstrations Program,

as to their applicability to recommended improvements.

While the above elements are desirable in all Transit

Development Programs, the following additional elements .,,

should be included in programs developed for areas

of over 250,000 persons.

Non-Capital Intensive Solutions - The program should

include a section which evaluates non-capital means

to reduce congestion such as regulation parking
supply and its cost, work-hour staggering, car-pooling,

etc., and their effect on transit use.

Congestion Relief - The program should indicate the

consideration given to transit improvements which
involve joint use of UKTA capital funds and the

FHWA TOPICS Program, e.g., exclusive or preferential
streets, bus lanes, etc. The program should
indicate how these improvements may reduce levels
of urban congestion.

Immediate Action Studies

These studies are usually based upon an impending transit crisis
such as stoppage of service, strike, etc., and are undertaken
to provide immediate recommendations to avert the crisis. Such
studies are usually of a 2-3 month duration and generally become
or are part of a complete Transit Development Program which
may take 6-12 months to complete. Depending on the local situa-
tion, various elements of the Transit Development Program are
included. Crisis situations receive high-priority attention
and are handled on an individual basis.
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APPENDIX B - DATA COLLECTION GUIDE

This appendix serves to describe the core of the data collection effort
to be undertaken in the preparation of sub- regional transit studies. It is to

be emphasized that this information represents the core of and not necessarily
the entirety of the information to be collected.

The core of the data set includes characteristics of the existing system
(if any) , a search of secondary sources for pertinent and perhaps cost saving
previously collected data, and the acquisition of appropriate primary data on
the behavior and attitudes of local residents toward mass transportation. The
following outline lists the items to be included in such a data set.
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I. Inventory of Existing System

A. Facilities
1. Location
2. State of repair
3

.

Value
4. Maintenance costs

'

'.'

B. Equipment
1. Type and quantity
2. Age
3

.

Value
4. Maintenance costs '.

C. Services
1. Routes
2. Schedules
3. Operating costs

II. Secondary Data

A. Census — Socio-economic household characteristics
1. Age
2. Sex
3. Income
4

.

Auto ownership
5. Trips per day
6. # of handicapped people in household
7. Size of household

B. Current land use patterns
1. Population density
2. Land use activity types; i.e., residential, industrial,

recreational
3. Major generators — colleges, industries, shopping centers

a. size
b. location

4. Special centers — hospitals, old age homes
,

a. size
b. location

,

C. Forecasts (5-year)
1. Land use patterns
2. Employment — major new industrial or retail centers
3. Population — residential development growth

patterns
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III. Data Collection — Primary Data

A. Existing Service
1. On-off volumes by station or route segment

2, User surveys — Bus, rapid rail, commuter rail

a. Origin - destination
b. Points of entry and exit from system

c. Number of transfers

d. Time trip began
e. Trip purpose: from-to

f. Trip frequency — fraction of time use transit vs. private

mode

g. Driver's license

h. Auto availability
i. Reason for using transit

j. Personal uses characteristics (age, sex, income, occupation)

k. Perceived areas of needed improvement

B. Residential Survey

1. Household characteristics
a. Number of occupants
b. Number of licensed drivers

c. Number of available autos

d. Household income
e. Occupations

2. Respondant characteristics
a. Age .

b. Sex
c. Occupation
d

.

Income
e. Driver's license

. I.

3. Trip behavior — all household trips,

previous 24 hours

4. Ranking of relative importance of transit characteristics

a. Comfort (ride)

b. Security
c. Total Trip Time

d. Cost of trip

e. Frequency of service
f. Reliability of service

g. Convenience (access and transfers)

C. Employer Survey
1. Location
2. Size of work force
3. Number of each shift, weekend shifts, times
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4. Breakdown of labor types — professional, clerical, blue collar,
etc.

5. Major locations of employee residences
6. Parking — free, number of spaces, adequate
7. Cost per space (annual)
8. Planned future growth
9. Difficulties encountered due to inaccessibility by transit

10. Commitment to supporting and promoting transit

D. Employee Survey (optional , dependent on study)
1. Age, sex, occupation, income, drivers license
2. Residential location
3. Mode used for work trip
4. Available transit services
5. Reasons for using or not using transit
6. Areas of most needed improvement

a. Comfort (ride)
b. Security
c. Total travel time
d. Cost of trip
e. Frequency of service
f. Reliability of service
g. Convenience (access and transfers)

E. Major Activity Center Users Surveys ( optional , dependent on study)

1. Type
2. Location
3. Adequate parking
4. Adequate transit
5. Age, sex, occupation, income, driver's license
6. Mode used
7. Residential location
8. Reason for not using transit
9. Areas of most needed improvement

a. Comfort (ride)
b. Security
c. Total travel time
d. Cost of trip
e^ Enjoyment
f. Frequency of service
g. Reliability of service
h. Convenience (access and transfers)
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